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This awesome trifold, black vinyl LANDSCAPE Game Masters screen lets you--the GM--actually

see over your screen for a change! Best of all, it contains 6 pockets--three for you and three for your

players--so you can insert and change the screens for any game you play!
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First of all, to , this is not a book, nor a story. Therefore there is no writing, violence, sexual content

or narration.To everyone else, I love this. The 8 1/2 x 11 sheets of paper fit tightly, and I especially

appreciate that it is two sided. I took some tables charts and put them on the inside, while the

outside was given a map with a few details on each location. This was well received by my players.I

may have to get additional screens for my other games, rather than change out the sheets for each

game, but I will only get enough to handle concurrent games.

I don't know why they have me filling out subcategories for the emotions involved around a GM

screen. Anyways, I love this screen. The plastic where you can slide in sheets is a bit tight (i have

about 2-3 laminated sheets in each), but I think ti'll loosen up overtime. What I do like is that this

allows information on the otherside for your players to reference and also it's a landscape view. This

means it doesn't tower and make it hard for you to look over your screen.3 screens on each side,

plenty of information and for you to customize.

my only complaint is it is in landscape, and I would have preferred the panels be otherwise so that it



would be easy to put rules and such in. As it is I have to reformat everything.

This is probably the best DM tool I have purchased for my table top rpg's. It is very well and solidly

constructed and the plastic used is high grade and very difficult to tear. I was initially afraid that the

inserts would get stuck inside the panels (the way that photocopied ink bleeds out into plastic) but

that has not happened after years of use ( yes, I have been using this screen for 2 years and am

posting my review now). An excellent purchase and one that will give your GM years of use.

Important note: the inserts are 8x11 in horizontal, not vertical orientation, which is excellent for GM's

who want a full view of their tables and players.

hahaha, it's no a book, but it asks for all sorts of descriptions of it.But in all honesty, this is a great

item. I love it.

I wasn't sure what to expect from this. But, now that I own it, I don't regret the purchase. The plastic

backing is thick and tough. This thing will probably last a long, long time. It's not cheap in price, but

it's also not cheap in production. If you're a GM who needs to have a lot of different information for

different games, or you even if you just run one game that you want to have some tailor-made

information for (because company GM Screens don't always include what we want), this is definitely

for you.

This is the perfect solution for those who want a robust screen that allows them to choose their own

outward facing art and inward facing tables. I really like the landscape format, which offers a

balance of screening from players and being able to see over the screen so I don't feel like the "man

behind the curtain." A little concerned that the clear vinyl may not hold up well with repeated

switching for the different games I run, as it's a little difficult to change your printouts for different

games, and you can end up stretching the vinyl if you're not careful. But so far no issues, and I'm

going to try cardstock, which I've heard should take care of it. Recommended for any game system!

A little tight when inserting sheets but otherwise fantastic.
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